[My internet is unstable, so I’m submitting my question via the chat function.] Thank you, Maura, for sharing your compelling work! I have a question that might connect to your closing thoughts on current campus protests: Do you see any contemporary resonances/manifestations of the “settler campus” today—where the creation of a trained labor force for American (or Global North) imperial industry is at the center? (Perhaps American university STEM programs as pipelines for weapons contractors?)

Thank you—looking forward to reading your book in the future!

Thank you Maura for discussing your work and thanks Sylvia for facilitating this conversation! Busy day here at UCLA with Chancellor Block testifying before congress, a new encampment this morning, la sheriff buses, and helicopters overhead—the longue durée of the settler, militarized campus.

Reacted to "Thank you Maura for ..." with ❤️

You mentioned missionaries as a part of this imperial tapestry—could you speak to the role of missions/religious philanthropy in campus building?

Thank you!

Congratulations, Maura! And thank you for your wonderful facilitation, Sylvia!